DESIGN THE MOONIFORM!

Will you be the one to fashion the look of The Revolution?
The Mooniform will take inspiration from the two principles of The Revolution
and one of Foucault’s principles to the art of living counter to all forms of fascism:

“Do not think that one has to be sad in order to be militant”

Always choose the most
EXPANSIVE route (i.e.,
the route that provides
the greatest amount of
freedom to the greatest
number of people)

Revolution
often
implies a battle, a
struggle, a fight for
a cause such as the
continuous expansion of all on this
earth and beyond!
Even though The
Revolution does not
endorse warfare of
any kind, it does involve courageously
adventuring within
and battling unexpansive belief entities within oneself
and embracing traumas that are preventing one from operating from a place of abundance. In this sense, The Revolution
requires a constant and unwavering militant approach: militant
with love, militant to adventure within in order to operate from a
place of abundance, and militant for the continuous expansion
of all on this earth and beyond!

A spirit of adventure is ever
present throughout The
Revolution. The Mooniform must be conducive
to sporting around and
being superhero stealth
while emboding a look
suggestive of flight,
soaring, and reaching
impossible heights.

As a contrast to the no-frills
and somewhat rigid
uniformity of the
Mooniform inspirations, I also
like romantic
and
fanciful
accents
and
flair. If there is
a way to incorporate some romantic essence
in the Mooniform,
that would be lovely.
(outfit by Alexis Teplin)

Always operate from a
place of ABUNDANCE

I am a TNG (Star Trek: The Next Generation) fan so when I consider uniforms,
I often think of the uniforms worn by
the crew of the TNG USS Enterprise.
Even though I admire the lifestyle
and values of TNG and often make
references to TNG in relation to
The Revolution, I do not want to
be typecast as a Trekkie or Trekker.
If the non-monetary/non-capitalist
values and spirit of adventure and
discovery depicted on TNG can be
captured in the Mooniform, that would
be suitable.

I jump horses
as a hobby so I
love equestrian
fashion with the
breeches
and
boots but more
remarkable and
meaningful is the
look of the rider
atop a horse soaring through the
air like a psychic
arrow. The symbiotic relationship between a
rider and a horse
is based in empathy and telepathy. It is trust, love, and faith that allows one to let go
of self in order to psychically merge with another being to form a third
communal entity that can achieve feats neither could do on their own.

In addition to the examples provided, I
love sci-fi/fantasy, the future, implication of magic, quantum
physics, dark matter/dark
energy, and the quality of
the unknown. But most
imperative is that the
Mooniform be comfortable, functional, flattering, and expressive
of the principles of The
Revolution. May your designs abundantly overflow
with the promise of continuous expansion for all on this
earth and beyond!

